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Foreword
SmartProperty Investment has once again 

partnered with Michael Fuller, founder and 
director of hotspotcentral.com.au and a 

member of the SPI Expert Panel, to bring 
readers this exclusive PROPERTY MARKET 

REPORT: ‘Top 10 Affordable Rental 
Suburbs Set to Soar in 2016’.

Last year, we published a similar report which 

was very successful. Hotspotcentral used its 
proven algorithms to predict which suburbs 

offered the best capital growth possibilities for 
properties valued in two affordable and very 

active price brackets …1. below $300,000 
and 2. from $300,000 - $500,000. 

Hotspotcentral’s 2015 
predictions smashed the 
Australian market average.

In 2015, the Australian average 
capital growth was only 8%, yet:

• Hotspotcentral’s Top 5 suburbs 
grew on average by 29% 

• Hotspotcentral's Top 10 suburbs 
grew on average by 21% … with 

one suburb even growing in value 
by a massive 45%!

Unfortunately, most 
property investors don’t 
do enough location 
research or, in fact, the 
right research to choose 
where to invest. 
Choosing the right location – a suburb 

set to rise in value – is the crucial first 
step for any investor and can 

determine overall success or failure. 

Many investors just don’t have the 

time or expertise to find and analyse 
the supply and demand indicators for 

every Australian suburb (and there are 
over 15,000 of them), across multiple 

data sources, in order to cherry pick 
the best areas for capital growth 

potential. 
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Instead, understandably, most 
investors choose locations based on 

their (sometimes) limited personal 
experience or because of what they 

hear from friends or trusted experts. 

This can be a dangerous tactic, 

especially in a market that has 
flattened out. The experts may 

sometimes be right, but investors 
should always do their own 

independent and objective research … 
research based on actual stats and 

trends, and not open to hunch or 
subjective interpretation.

Hotspotcentral has made it quick, easy 
and free for investors to access and 

analyse the stats on both house and 
unit markets in over 15,000 Australian 

suburbs. 

 

BOOMTOWN

The company’s free property 
investment research web app, 

Boomtown (boomapp.com.au) collates 
and analyses eight recognised supply 

and demand statistics for over 15,000 
locations, and gives each suburb 

market a single DSR (Demand to 
Supply Ratio) BoomScoreTM based on 

how well they compare.

The DSR BoomScoreTM is a single 

numerical measure (between 0-48) 
indicating a suburb’s likelihood to 

achieve future capital growth, i.e. to be 
a good investment. 

Eight recognised property statistics - 
sourced from many different Internet 

sources - are collated, cleaned and 
analysed to achieve this BoomScore. 

Individually, these stats are either an 
indication of the demand from tenants 

and owner-occupier buyers for 
property in an area, or the available 

stock on market to meet this demand. 
Viewed together, these eight statistics 

show the potential of a suburb to 
achieve capital growth as a result of 

the gap in supply and demand.

This knowledge is pure capital growth 

GOLD to serious property investors.

Michael Fuller has drawn on the data 

that powers his company’s app to 
produce this valuable Market Report. 

So if you want to purchase investment 
property valued at under $500,000, 

then it will serve you well to read on. 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About Hotspotcentral
THE FIRST ’PROPERTY 
DATA BUREAU’ WHICH 
AGGREGATES AND 
ANALYSES PROPERTY 
MARKET SUPPLY AND 
DEMAND DATA

Michael Fuller is the Founder and 

Director of innovative research 
technology company, 

hotspotcentral.com.au. 

Most of Michael’s career has been at 

the forefront of ‘Big Data’; having 
worked for some of the biggest data 

brands across Europe, and more 
recently in Australia.

Hotspotcentral was born to make 
sense of all the third-party property 

data that can be powerful in predicting 
a suburb’s capital growth potential.

The company is widely recognised as 

having created Australia’s first 
‘property data bureau’ which 

aggregates and provides a multi-
criteria analysis of supply and demand 

data from, but not limited to, sources 
such as CoreLogic RP Data, 

Australian Property Monitors, The 
Australian Bureau of Statistics, various 

property portals and other publicly 
available property data information 

providers.

HOTSPOTCENTRAL’S 
DATA AND INSIGHTS 
HAVE APPEARED 
LOCALLY AND 
ABROAD IN LEADING 
ONLINE AND PRINT 
PROPERTY MEDIA. 
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BOOMTOWN 
Currently over 15,000 property 

investors (from beginners to seasoned 
professionals) interrogate this data 

using Hotspotcentral’s free property 
research web application, Boomtown 

(boomapp.com.au).

‘ARMCHAIR INVESTOR 
DEVELOPERS’
Each year, Hotspotcentral also 

matches up a select 20 property 
investors (called ‘Armchair Investor 

Developers’) with professional 
developers who are prepared to sell 

them property at developer's cost price 

… that‘s 15 - 25% below 
market value … 

in projects and locations that score 

over 75% against Hotspotcentral’s 
proprietary Property Selection Index 

(PSI). 

Hotspotcentral’s PSI is another clever 

algorithm that compares a project’s 
potential against 100+ known 

investment criteria rated by their 
relative contribution to overall 

investment returns. 

Investors can find out more on this 

investment model and why 
Hotspotcentral’s developer partners 

are willing to give away their 
development profits to some of 

Hotspotcentral’s Armchair Investor 
Developers in the free webinar which 

is accessible via 
hotspotcentral.com.au/wholesale.
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The basis of this report 
Property prices move in response to 
changes in demand for property and 

supply of property. For prices to rise, 
demand must exceed supply.

 
 

The degree to which these 
fundamental forces influence demand 

and supply can be measured using a 
set of key statistics (which are 

explained further on in this Report).

Most investors or market 

commentators make the fundamental 
mistake of focusing on one or two key 

statistics, like Vacancy Rates or 
Auction Clearance Rates, to determine 

where they should be investing next.

This report examines EIGHT 
key indicators of supply and 
demand for property in 
COMBINATION.

We’ve done all the hard yards, 
gathering data from a variety of 

sources, cleaning it, removing any 
misleading anomalies, and applying 

the powerful DSR BoomScoreTM to all 
this data to rate more than 15,000 

suburbs (both units and houses) for 
their investment potential.

This Market Report gathers and 
examines those key statistics. It 

measures the degree of balance 
between the forces of demand and 

supply across all suburbs in Australia.
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Some changes that are 
likely to increase demand 
include:

• New roads

• Extensions to railway 
lines

• New bridges

• New hospitals or 
expansions to existing 
ones

• New schools or 
universities

• New businesses 
opening in an area

• Changes in what 
people find appealing

• Gentrification.

Some changes that might 
lead to increased supply 
include:

• Releases of new land 
or house and land 
estates

• Developers replacing 
low density properties 
with high density ones.



This Market Report only researches 
the statistics of supply and demand. It 

does not detail circumstances 
concerning the drivers influencing 

these statistics. This research of those 
circumstances falls under the banner 

of ‘Fundamental Research’, not 
statistical research which is the focus 

of this Market Report.

For more on Fundamental Research 

techniques, visit DSRscore.com.au.

This report is based on a search for 

the suburbs with the highest DSR 
BoomScoreTM (or capital growth 

potential) where the typical value of 
properties are affordable at:

>> under $300,000  
>> and from $300,000 to $500,000

The market is most active in these 
price brackets, so the depth and 

quality of data produces the best 
accuracy.

In this Market Report, the DSR 
BoomScoreTM for a suburb is provided 

as a single figure between 0 and 48, 
based on how it measures against the 

eight supply and demand statistics. 

This DSR BoomScoreTM makes it 
possible to easily rank the 15,000 

suburbs against each other and 
identify the top imminent performers.

• 48 suggests a suburb with a 
high probability of imminent 

capital growth.

• 24 is a suburb in theoretical 

balance.

0 is a suburb with a high chance of 

price decline due to over supply 
relative to demand.
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HOW TO PREDICT 
CAPITAL GROWTH 
In simple terms, there are eight 
indications a suburb is primed for 

imminent capital growth …

1. THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO 
SELL IS DROPPING                                                
>> Properties are being snapped 
up quickly.

2. VENDORS ARE DISCOUNTING 
LESS                                                  
>> They don’t have to discount to 
sell … the area and their 
properties are in demand.

3. THERE ARE MORE AUCTIONS 
HAPPENING                                            
>> Sellers are bullish enough to 
take advantage of competitive 
bidding.

4. GROSS RENTAL YIELDS ARE 
ON THE INCREASE                                       
>> Landlords are making more 
rental return on their investment.

5. THERE ARE FEWER 
PROPERTIES TO RENT                                                  
>> Renters love where they live 
and, so, landlords are licking their 
lips.

6. THE NUMBER OF PROPERTIES 
AVAILABLE ON MARKET IS 
DROPPING                                              
>> No one wants to move from the 
area they love and this means 
there will be a bunfight for 
available properties. Competition 
is rife!

7. INTEREST ON PROPERTY 
PORTALS IS INCREASING                  
>> Buyers are actively searching 
for deals in their favoured 
locations.

8. MEDIAN INCOME RELATIVE TO 
MEDIAN PRICE IS INCREASING                              
>> Buyers are able to spend more 
money on property. 

The DSR BoomScoreTM algorithm 
factors all eight of these statistics in 

combination. All 15,000+ suburbs are 
rated according to how they score on 

each of the eight measures above. 
This single score – the DSR 

BoomScoreTM is used to rank the 
suburbs in this Market Report in order 

of capital growth potential in 
combination with cash flow potential 

based on comparative rental yields.
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check your own Suburb’s 
score or cherry-pick a custom 
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particular investment criteria.
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THE 8 STATS THAT 
POWER 
BOOMTOWN’S          
DSR BOOMSCORE

1. DAYS ON MARKET                            
>> This is the number of days a 
property has been listed for sale. 
The lower this figure, the more 
quickly property is snapped up by 
buyers, showing high demand.

2. DISCOUNT                                         
>> This is the percentage 
difference between the original 
asking price requested by the 
seller and the eventual sale price 
agreed by the buyer. The lower 
this figure, the more demand there 
is since sellers don’t need to be as 
open to negotiation in order to get 
their property sold.

3. AUCTION CLEARANCE RATE            
>> The percentage of auctioned 
properties that actually sell. The 
higher this figure, the more 
demand there is from buyers since 
fewer properties are passed in.

4. RENTAL YIELD                                      
>> The percentage of rental 
income to property value. The 
higher this figure, the more 
demand there is from renters to 
live in the location.

5. VACANCY RATE                                  
>> This is the percentage of 
properties that are vacant. The 
lower this figure, the lower the 
supply of rentable accommodation 
or the higher the demand for it, or 
both.

6. STOCK ON MARKET                              
>> This is the number of 
properties for sale as a 
percentage of properties in the 
area. The lower this figure, the 
lower the supply of property or the 
more demand for it, or both.

7. RENTERS VS. OWNER-
OCCUPIERS                                    
>> This is the proportion of renters 
to owner-occupiers that live in a 
suburb. The lower this figure, the 
less supply of rentable 
accommodation there is. Owner-
occupiers tend to take better care 
of their properties than tenants 
and are usually of a higher income 
demographic.

8. ONLINE SEARCH INTEREST                 
>> This is the ratio of people 
searching for property online to 
the number of properties for sale. 
The higher this figure, the more 
demand for property compared to 
supply for would-be buyers 
searching online.
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HOW ACCURATE ARE 
THESE REPORTS?
 

Hotspotcentral’s complex algorithms 
measure the gap in supply and 

demand and therefore the likelihood of 
imminent capital growth. 

We do not provide a specific 
percentage capital growth forecast but 

rather a relative figure which measures 
the magnitude of imbalance.

As indicated in the Foreword of this 
Report, Hotspotcentral’s 2015 

predictions smashed the Australian 
market average and made their 

investors very happy. 

This wasn’t a once off, 
as Hotspotcentral’s tools 
continue each year to 
pinpoint the top 33% of 
property hotspots with 
96% accuracy … making 
it entirely possible to 
build a capital growth 
funded property portfolio.
 

This Market Report provides a 
snapshot of the market at a particular 

time (in this case April 2016). 

 

The underlying data can change over 
time, so it is important to finalise your 

list of preferred suburbs by routinely 
checking their DSR BoomScoreTM on 

Boomtown (boomapp.com.au). 

Boomtown also charts the data over 

12 months, giving the user the 
opportunity to follow the trends of 

where a suburb is heading. The 
underlying trends in the data can give 

a much clearer picture, so it is 
important not to rely solely on the one 

off reading of the stats, but to keep an 
eye on the data for the suburbs you 

are interested in and to interrogate the 
broader trends. 

Also take time to research and take 
into account the various fundamental 

indicators for the suburbs you are 
interested in. This is crucial to confirm 

what the objective statistics are telling 
you.

You may wonder why the Top 10 
tables in this Market Report don’t 

simply focus on suburbs with a top 
DSR BoomScoreTM of 48 … here’s the 

reason. 
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If it was just capital growth you were 
after, then that would be easy - you 

would just use Boomtown to search for 
all suburbs with a DSR BoomScoreTM 

of 48. 

But we have tried to strike a balance 

between a high DSR BoomScoreTM, 
providing solid capital growth potential, 

vacancy rates (a demand indicator) 
and gross rental yields averaging 5% 

or more. 

In this Market Report, you will see a 

range between the following DSR 
BoomScoresTM … 

A DSR BoomScoreTM of 40 = GOOD: 
This is a seller’s market. Buyers will 

need to move quickly. There is strong 
demand from buyers yet not enough 

properties to give them time to be 
choosey. Sellers don't have long to 

wait before they receive a healthy 
offer. Prices are being driven upward. 

Expect good capital growth in the 
immediate future.

A DSR BoomScoreTM of 31 = ABOVE 
AVERAGE: Sellers are in no panic 

and buyers are making decent offers. 
This is a healthy market. Demand is 

ahead of supply but not alarmingly. 
Buyers are unable to get away with 

low-ball offers. Sellers are getting the 
prices they ask for, more often than 

not. Expect growth to marginally 
exceed the national average.
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Top 10 affordable rental 
locations with properties           
under $300k

Let’s take a closer look at 
Warrane, House market, 
7018, Tasmania …

Warrane is a suburb of Hobart, Tasmania. It is 
about 5 kilometres from the Hobart CBD.

The rental market is very tight with vacancy 
rates of only 0.37% and gross rental yields high 
at 6.97%.

These factors alone can lead to higher capital 
growth, as investors move into the area based 
on the low entry costs and high yields on offer.

Affordability is also strong with the prices only 
4.5 x Tasmania's annual average income (and 
even better for those in surrounding suburbs). 
This compares to Sydney at 12 x and 
Melbourne at 10 x. 

Prices could increase by as much as 30% and 
still be affordable.
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WARRANE,'7018'|'House'|'TAS' STATS'

Days'on'Market' 59#days#

Vendor'Discoun@ng' 3.56%#

Auc@on'Clearance'Rate' 46%#

Gross'Rental'Yield' 6.97%#

Stock'on'Market%' 0.83%#

Online'Search'Interest' 148#

Vacancy'Rate' 0.37%#

Propor@on'Renters' 48%#

DSR'BOOMSCORE'(Apr'2016)' 36#



Top 10 affordable rental 
locations with properties from 
$300k - $500k

Let’s take a closer look at 
Burleigh Waters, Unit market, 
4220, Queensland …

Burleigh Waters is a suburb in the South Gold 
Coast, adjacent to the popular seaside location
of Burleigh Heads. 

The suburb achieves a good mix between capital 
growth potential (DSR BoomScore of 37) and 
gross rental yield (5.85%, which compares well to 
the QLD average of around 4%). 

The rental market is very tight with vacancy rates 
of only 0.5% due to supply constraints in the area.

The good yields and low vacancy rate makes this 
area attractive to landlords. Median prices have 
already jumped by 8.68% in the last 12 months. 

With the Commonwealth Games 2018 around the 
corner, and Chinese tourism having jumped in the 
area, it is expected prices will further increase as 
local and foreign interest moves away from the 
more expensive Sydney and Melbourne property 
markets.
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BURLEIGH)WATERS,)4220)|)Unit)|)QLD) STATS)

Days)on)Market) 80#days#

Vendor)DiscounDng) 2%#

AucDon)Clearance)Rate) 46%#

Gross)Rental)Yield) 5.85%#

Stock)on)Market%) 0.43%#

Online)Search)Interest) 141#

Vacancy)Rate) 0.5%#

ProporDon)Renters) 24%#

DSR)BOOMSCORE)(Apr)2016)) 37#



Notes: The data in this Market Report is accurate as at April 2016 and subject to change.  

Visit boomapp.com.au to verify, along with your own fundamental suburb-level research. 
Typical value = the value of a typical house or unit in a suburb.

GENERAL REPORT COPYRIGHT & DISCLAIMER

In compiling this Report, hotspotcentral.com.au has relied upon information supplied by a number of external sources. This 

publication is supplied on the basis that, while hotspotcentral.com.au believes all the information in it is deemed reliable at 

the time of publication, it does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. In addition, to the full extent allowed by law, 

hotspotcentral.com.au is excluded from liability in contract, tort or otherwise, for any loss or damage sustained by readers, 

or by any other person or body corporate, arising from or in connection with the supply or use of the whole or any part of the 

information in this publication through any cause whatsoever. Any liability is limited to the amount paid to 

hotspotcentral.com.au for the supply of such information.
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